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CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS OF MANIFOLD BUNDLES OVER SURFACES
WITH HIGHLY CONNECTED FIBERS
MANUEL KRANNICH AND JENS REINHOLD
Abstract. We study smooth bundles over surfaces with highly connected almost paral-
lelizable fiber M of even dimension, providing necessary conditions for a manifold to be
bordant to the total space of such a bundle and showing that, in most cases, these condi-
tions are also sufficient. Using this, we determine the characteristic numbers realized by
total spaces of bundles of this type, deduce divisibility constraints on their signatures and
Aˆ-genera, and compute the second integral cohomology of BDiff+(M ) up to torsion in terms
of generalized Miller–Morita–Mumford classes. Along the way, we identify the laices of
characteristic numbers of highly connected manifolds and give an alternative proof of a
result of Meyer on the divisibility of the signature.
By work of Chern–Hirzebruch–Serre [CHS57], the signature of a closed oriented man-
ifold is multiplicative in fiber bundles as long as the fundamental group of the base acts
trivially on the rational cohomology of the fiber. e necessity of this assumption was
illustrated by Kodaira [Kod67], Atiyah [Ati69], and Hirzebruch [Hir69], who constructed
manifolds of nontrivial signature fibering over surfaces, whereuponMeyer [Mey72; Mey73]
computed the minimal positive signature arising in this way to be 4. is is in line with
a more recent result of Hambleton–Korzeniewski–Ranicki [HKR07], which establishes the
multiplicativity of the signature modulo 4 for bundles over general bases. e divisibility
of the signature σ : ΩSO∗ → Z by 4 is therefore a necessary condition for a manifold to
fiber over a surface up to bordism, which, when combined with the vanishing of a certain
Stiefel–Whitney number, is also sufficient (see [AK80, m. 3]).
A more refined problem is to decide which manifolds fiber over a surface up to bordism
with prescribed d-dimensional fiberM , or equivalently, to determine the image of the map
Ω
SO
2 (BDiff
+(M)) → ΩSOd+2,
defined on the bordism group of orientedM-bundles over oriented surfaces, which assigns
to a bundle its total space. e main objective of this work is to provide a solution to
this problem for highly connected, almost parallelizable, even dimensional manifolds M
satisfying a mild additional condition (see Proposition 1.9). Although we prove versions of
all our results for this class ofmanifolds, for simplicity’s sakewe restrict our aention in this
introduction to the family of examples given by theд-fold connected sumsWд = ♯
д(Sn×Sn).
In the first part of this work, we use parametrized Pontryagin–om theory as developed
by Galatius, Madsen, Randal-Williams, Tillmann, andWeiss, to show that the bordism class
of a manifold fibering over a surfacewith fiberWд lis to the bordism groupΩ
〈n 〉
2n+2 of highly-
connected (i.e.n-connected) manifolds, and that this property, together with the divisibility
of the signature by 4, detects such bordism classes for д ≥ 5.
eorem A. e image of the morphism
Ω
SO
2
(
BDiff+(Wд)
)
→ ΩSO2n+2
is contained in the subgroup
im(Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 → Ω
SO
2n+2) ∩ σ
−1(4 · Z).
Moreover, equality holds if д ≥ 5. For 2n = 2, requiring д ≥ 3 is sufficient.
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We refer to Theorem 1.14 for the more general version of Theorem A.
Remark. For 4m , 4, 8, 16, the intersection form of a highly connected 4m-manifold is
even. erefore, in these cases, the signature is divisible by 8, so the second condition in
the definition of the subgroup in Theorem A is vacuous. is is in contrast to the other
three cases in which there exist manifolds of signature 1, such as CP2 , HP2, and OP2.
Remark. Theorem A was already known for small dimensions. For 2n = 2, it follows from
Meyer’s aforementioned results; for 2n = 4 the statement is trivial since ΩSO
6
is trivial; and
for 2n = 6, it was observed by Randal-Williams in an unpublished note [Ran17].
Highly connected bordism. Section 2 is devoted to a closer study of the image of the
morphism Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 → Ω
SO
2n+2 appearing in Theorem A. Note that this morphism factors over
the quotient of Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 by Kervaire–Milnor’s [KM63] group Θ2n+2 of homotopy spheres. A
characteristic class argument shows, furthermore, that the morphism is trivial unless 2n +
2 = 4m, leaving us with the need to understand the image of the morphism
(1) Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m /Θ4m → Ω
SO
4m .
To this end, we combine Wall’s work on the classification of highly connected manifolds
[Wal62; Wal67] with a theorem due to Brumfiel [Bru68] and enhancements by Stolz [Sto85;
Sto87] to derive a concrete description of Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m /Θ4m (see Proposition 2.9), which, how-
ever, depends on one unknown: the order ord([ΣQ ]) of the class
[ΣQ ] ∈ coker(J )4m−1
of a certain homotopy sphere ΣQ ∈ Θ4m−1. Although central to the classification of highly
connected manifolds, this class is only known in special cases (see Theorem 2.4); Galatius–
Randal-Williams [GR16, Conj. A] conjectured it to be trivial. Nevertheless, our description
of Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m /Θ4m is explicit enough to compute the Pontryagin numbers, signatures, and Aˆ-
genera realized by highly connected manifolds in terms of ord([ΣQ ]) (see Proposition 2.13
and 2.14), resulting in various descriptions of the image of (1) expressed in these invariants.
Divisibility of the signature. Combining these computations with eorem A in Sec-
tion 3, we derive divisibility constraints for characteristic numbers of total spaces ofWд-
bundles over surfaces and we determine these numbers completely for д ≥ 5. To state the
consequences for the signature, we remind the reader of the minimal positive signature
σm = am2
2m+1(22m−1 − 1) num
(
|B2m |
4m
)
realized by an almost parallelizable 4m-manifold (see [MK60]). Here Bi is the ith Bernoulli
number, and am is 1 ifm is even and 2 otherwise. e 2-adic valuation is denoted by ν2(−).
eoremB. Let π : E → S be a smooth oriented bundle over a closed oriented surface S with
(4m − 2)-dimensional fiberWд . e signature of E is divisible by
4 form = 1, 2, 4
σm form , 1 odd
2im gcd(σ 2
m/2
,σm) form , 2, 4 even,
where
im = min
(
0,ν2(ord([ΣQ ])) − 2ν2(m) − 4 + 2ν2(am/2)
)
.
Form ≥ 2, the Aˆ-genus of E is integral and divisible by{
2 num(
|B2m |
4m
) form odd
gcd(num( |B2m |
4m ), num(
|Bm |
2m )
2) form even.
Moreover, if д ≥ 5, then these numbers are realized as signatures and Aˆ-genera of total spaces
of bundles of the above type. Form = 1, requiring д ≥ 3 is sufficient.
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Corollary C. ere exists a smooth orientedWд-bundle over a closed oriented surface with
4m-dimensional total space of signature 4 if and only if 4m = 4, 8, 16. For 4m , 4, 8, 16, the
signature of such a total space is divisible by 22m+2 form odd and by 22m−2ν2(m)−3 form even.
Theorem B and Corollary C are special cases of more general results, stated as eo-
rem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4. ese generalizations imply in particular that the divisibility
statements of eorem B and Corollary C remain valid if Wд is replaced by any closed
highly connected almost parallelizable manifold, but at the cost of losing a factor of 2.
Remark. Rovi [Rov18] identified the non-multiplicativity of the signature modulo 8 as an
Arf–Kervaire invariant. As a consequence of Corollary C and its generalization Corol-
lary 3.4, her invariant vanishes for bundles over surfaces with highly connected almost
parallelizable fibers, except possibly for those with total space of dimensions 4, 8, or 16.
Remark. Hanke–Schick–Steimle [HSS14, m. 1.4] constructed manifolds of nontrivial Aˆ-
genus that fiber over spheres, illustrating the non-multiplicativity of the Aˆ-genus. eir
construction does not yield an explicit description of the fiber, whereas Theorem B provides
bundles of nontrivial Aˆ-genus with fiberWд , but over non simply connected surfaces.
Generalized Miller–Morita–Mumford classes. Recall the vertical tangent bundle TπE
of a smooth oriented bundle π : E → B with closed d-dimensional fiber M over an l-
dimensional base, defined as the kernel TπE = ker(dπ : TE → π
∗TB) of the differential.
e generalized Miller–Morita–Mumford class κc associated to a class c ∈ H
∗+d (BSO;k)
with coefficients in an abelian group k is obtained by integrating c(TπE) along the fibres,
κc (π ) =
∫
M
c(Tπ E) ∈ H
∗(B;k).
In the universal case, this gives rise toκc ∈ H
∗(BDiff+(M);k). IfB is stably parallelizable, the
bundles TE and TπE are stably isomorphic, so for c ∈ H
d+l (BSO;k), the two characteristic
numbers obtained by integrating κc (π ) ∈ H
l (B;k) over B and c(TE) ∈ Hd+l (E;k) over E
coincide. For B a surface, this is expressed in the commutativity of the diagram
Ω
SO
2
(BDiff+(M)) ΩSO
d+2
k .
κc
c
All our results on characteristic numbers of total spaces of bundles over surfaces with a
fixed fiber M can thus be expressed in terms of values of classes κc ∈ H
2(BDiff+(M);k) for
various c . To exemplify this, note that Theorem B computes the divisibility of the classes
κL4m and κ Aˆ4m in the torsion free quotient H
2(BDiff+(Wд);Z)free for д ≥ 5.
Exploiting this alternative viewpoint, we conclude this work in Section 3 by determining
an explicit basis of H2(BDiff+(M);Z)free for most highly connected almost parallelizable 2n-
manifolds M (see Theorem 3.5). To explain this result in the special case ofWд , we recall
thatH∗(BDiff+(Wд);Z)was identified by Galatius–Randal-Williams [GR14; GR17; GR18] in
a range of degrees growing with д, which for 2n ≥ 6 and д ≥ 7 in particular gives
H2
(
BDiff+(Wд);Q
)
=

0 if 2n ≡ 0 (mod 4)
Qκp(n+1)/2 if 2n ≡ 2 (mod 8)
Qκp(n+1)/2 ⊕ Qκp2
(n+1)/4
if 2n ≡ 6 (mod 8).
Having computed the values of these classes on bundles over surfaces enables us to li this
rational basis to a basis of H2(BDiff+(Wд);Z)free. To state the outcome, we define
jm = denom
(
|B2m |
4m
)
, am =
{
2 form odd
1 form even,
and µm =
{
2 ifm = 1, 2
1 else,
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and fix Be´zout coefficients cm and dm for the numerator and denominator of
|B2m |
4m , i.e.,
cm num
(
|B2m |
4m
)
+ dm denom
(
|B2m |
4m
)
= 1.
eorem D. Let 2n ≥ 6 and д ≥ 7. e group H2(BDiff+(Wд);Z)free is generated by
κpm
2(2m − 1)!jm
for 2n ≡ 2 (mod 8), wherem = (n + 1)/2, and by
κp2
k
2µka
2
k
ord([ΣQ ])(2k − 1)!2
and
2κp2k − κp2
k
2(4k − 1)!j2k
−
|B2k |
4k
(
c2k
|B2k |
4k + 2d2k (−1)
k
)
κp2
k
2(2k − 1)!2
for 2n ≡ 6 (mod 8), where k = (n + 1)/4.
Remark.
(i) In the case 2n = 2, the groupH2(BDiff+(Wд);Z) is torsion-free forд ≥ 3 (see [Pow78])
and generated by (1/12) · κp1 for д ≥ 5 (see [Har83; MT01, p.537]). Since κp1 = 3κL1 ,
we recover the computation of the divisibility of κp1 as part of Theorem B.
(ii) For 2n ≥ 6,д ≥ 5, the torsion in H2(BDiff+(Wд);Z) has been computed by Galatius–
Randal-Williams [GR16]. It is nontrivial, except when 2n = 6. erefore, in this case,
the basis of H2(BDiff+(Wд);Z)free in Theorem D is also a basis of H
2(BDiff+(Wд);Z).
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1. Bordism classes of manifolds fibering over surfaces
LetM be an oriented closed 2n-manifold. As noted in the introduction, assigning to an
M-bundle over a surface its total space yields a morphism of the form
(2) ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)) → ΩSO2n+2.
is section begins our study of its image. Aer a recollection on parametrized Pontryagin–
om theory, we give an alternative proof of the fact that the signature of classes in the
image of (2) is divisible by 4—a result originally due to Meyer [Mey72; Mey73]. is is then
used to identify the image of (2) precomposedwith the natural map ΩSO
2
(BDiff(M ,D2n)) →
Ω
SO
2
(BDiff+(M)) for highly connected, almost parallelizable manifolds M satisfying an as-
sumption on their genus
д(M) = max{д ≥ 0 | there is a manifold N such thatM  ♯д(Sn × Sn)♯N }.
Here Diff(M ,D2n) ⊆ Diff+(M) denotes the subgroup of diffeomorphisms of M that fix an
embedded discD2n ⊆ M . Hence, the homology group ΩSO
2
(BDiff(M ,D2n)) can be described
as the bordism group of oriented M-bundles over closed oriented surfaces, together with
a trivialized D2n-subbundle. We finish this section by arguing that, in our situation, the
images of ΩSO
2
(BDiff+(M ,D2n)) and ΩSO
2
(BDiff+(M)) in ΩSO
2n+2 agree in most cases, proving
Theorem A as part of the main result of the section, Theorem 1.14.
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1.1. Parametrized Pontryagin–om theory. Given a fibration θ : B → BSO(2n), a θ -
structure on an oriented vector bundle E → BSO(2n) is a li E → B along θ . Define the
spectrum MTθ as the om spectrum(−θ ∗γ2n) of the pullback of the canonical bundle
γ2n over BSO(2n). ese spectra—in particular the case θ = id, commonly denoted as
MTθ = MTSO(2n)—are natural recipients of parametrized Pontryagin–om constructions.
More precisely, for a smooth bundle π : E → W with closed 2n-dimensional fibres and a
θ -structure on its vertical tangent bundle, a parametrized version of the Pontryagin–om
collapse map gives a canonical homotopy classW → Ω∞MTθ (see e.g. [GMTW09]). In
particular, for an oriented closed 2n-manifoldM , this results in a map of the form
(3) BDiff+(M) → Ω∞MTSO(2n),
called the parametrized Pontryagin–om map. For M a surface, the celebrated theorem
of Madsen–Weiss [MW07], combined with classical stability results of Harer [Har85] (im-
proved by Boldsen [Bol12] and Randal-Williams [Ran16]), implies that, depending on the
genus of M , the map (3) provides a good homological approximation of BDiff+(M). It fol-
lows from recent work byGalatius–Randal-Williams [GR14; GR18; GR17] that this holds for
simply connected manifoldsM in higher dimensions as well, aer replacing Ω∞MTSO(2n)
with a refinement depending on M . To explain their program in the special case needed
for our purposes, we assume that M is (n − 1)-connected and n-parallelizable; that is, its
tangent bundleM → BSO(2n) admits a θn-structure for the n-connected cover
θn : BSO(2n)〈n〉 → BSO(2n).
Fix an embedded disc D2n ⊆ M and note that the orientation on D2n extends uniquely to
a θn-structure ℓD2n on the tangent bundle of D
2n . For every smooth M-bundle π : E →W
with a trivialized D2n-subbundle, the θn-structure on the vertical tangent bundle of the
D2n-subbundle induced by ℓD2n extends uniquely to a θn-structure on the vertical tangent
bundle of π by obstruction theory. In the universal case, this results in a map of the form
BDiff(M ,D2n) → Ω∞MTθn,
which hits a particular component of Ω∞MTθn , denoted by Ω
∞
MMTθn .
eorem1.1 (Boldsen, Galatius–Randal-Williams, Harer, Madsen–Weiss). For a closed, (n−
1)-connected, n-parallelizable 2n-manifoldM , the parametrized Pontryagin–om map
BDiff(M ,D2n) → Ω∞MMTθn
induces an isomorphism on homology in degrees 3∗ ≤ 2д(M) − 2 if 2n = 2, and for 2∗ ≤
д(M) − 3 if 2n ≥ 6. Furthermore, it induces an epimorphism in degrees 3∗ ≤ 2д(M) if 2n = 2,
and for 2∗ ≤ д(M) − 1 if 2n ≥ 6.
1.2. Signatures of bundles over surfaces. Using the theory recalled above, we give an
alternative proof of the following result of Meyer, more in the spirit of this work.
eorem 1.2 (Meyer). e signature of the total space of a smooth bundle of oriented closed
manifolds over a surface is divisible by 4.
ere is a stabilization map MTSO(2n) → Σ−2nMSO (cf. [GMTW09, Ch. 3]), which—
combinedwith the parametrized Pontryagin–ommap (3), the counit Σ∞
+
Ω
∞MTSO(2n) →
MTSO(2n), and the multiplication MSO ∧MSO→ MSO—induces a factorization
(4) ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)) → ΩSO2 (Ω
∞MTSO(2n)) → ΩSO2 (MTSO(2n)) → Ω
SO
2n+2
of (2). To prove Theorem 1.2, it is thus sufficient to show that the signatures of classes in the
image of ΩSO2 (Ω
∞MTSO(2n)) are divisible by 4. As a result of the lemma below, it is enough
to test the image of the Hurewicz homomorphism π2MTSO(2n) → Ω
SO
2 (Ω
∞MTSO(2n)).
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Lemma 1.3. Let Ω∞• MTSO(2n) ⊆ Ω
∞MTSO(2n) be a path component. e images of
π2MTSO(2n) → Ω
SO
2n+2 and Ω
SO
2 (Ω
∞
• MTSO(2n)) → Ω
SO
2n+2
agree.
Proof. We first show that the image of the second morphism does not depend on the cho-
sen path component. For this, note that for an oriented surface S , the composition of the
natural map from the group of homotopy classes [S,Ω∞MTSO(2n)] to ΩSO
2
(Ω∞MTSO(2n))
with ΩSO
2
(Ω∞MTSO(2n)) → ΩSO
2n+2 is π0MTSO(2n)-equivariant, where π0MTSO(2n) acts on
the domain in the obvious way and on the codomain via the composition π0MTSO(2n) →
Ω
SO
2n → Ω
SO
2n+2, the first map being induced by the stabilization mapMTSO(2n) → Σ
−2nMSO
and the second one by taking products with S . is equivariance can, for instance, be seen
by using the geometric description of [S,Ω∞MTSO(2n)] provided by classical Pontryagin–
om theory. Since ΩSO
2
is trivial, the action of π0MTSO(2n) on Ω
SO
2n+2 is trivial, which
implies that it suffices to show the claim for the unit component Ω∞0 MTSO(2n). By com-
paring MTSO(2n) to its connected cover and using that the unit S→ MSO is 1-connected,
one concludes that the images of π2MTSO(2n) and Ω
SO
2
(Ω∞0 MTSO(2n)) in Ω
SO
2
(MTSO(2n))
agree, which, given the factorization (4), implies the claim. 
In the light of Lemma 1.3, Theorem 1.2 follows from the computation of the signatures
realized by classes in π2MTSO(2n), which we learnt fromW.Gollinger [Gol16,m. 2.0.10].
eorem 1.4 (Gollinger). e composition of π2MTSO(4m − 2) → Ω
SO
4m with the signature
σ : ΩSO
4m → Z has image 4 · Z.
Proof sketch. By classical Pontryagin–om theory, the group π2MTSO(4m − 2) can be de-
scribed geometrically as the bordism group of closed 4m-manifolds N together with an ori-
ented (4m−2)-dimensional vector bundle E → N and a stable isomorphismφ : E⊕ε2 s TN .
e morphism π2MTSO(4m − 2) → Ω
SO
4m is given by assigning to such a triple the bordism
class of N . Since stably, a trivial plane bundle splits off from TN , the top-dimensional
Stiefel–Whitney class of N vanishes, so the Euler characteristic χ(N ) is even. erefore, by
taking connected sums with suitable products of spheres, we can assume that χ(N ) van-
ishes. In this case, both of the bundles E ⊕ ε2 s TN have trivial Euler class and hence, they
are (unstably) isomorphic. Consequently, N admits two pointwise linearly independent
vector fields from which the classical relation between the signature and the vector field
problem implies that the signature of N is a multiple of 4 (see e.g. [LM89,m. IV.2.7]). We
are le to show that there is a class in π2(MTSO(4m − 2))with signature 4. Using K-theory,
one can show that a trivial plane bundle splits off stably from T ♯4CP2 [Gol16, Cor. 2.2.10],
which gives a class as desired form = 1. But this also provides suitable classes for allm by
taking products with CP2 , finishing the proof. 
Remark 1.5. Theorem 1.2 implies that the signature of the total space of a surface bundle
over a surface is divisible by 4. Meyer [Mey73] proved in addition that there exist such
bundles of signature 4 for any fiber genus д ≥ 3. is can also be derived from our proof of
Theorem 1.2, since the Madsen–Weiss theorem (see Theorem 1.1) implies that, in this case,
the first morphism in (4) is surjective onto ΩSO
2
(Ω∞MMTSO(2)).
1.3. Formal bundles with highly connected fibers. We now specialize to the case of
M being (n − 1)-connected and n-parallelizable. For suchM , the factorization (4) can, with
the help of the natural mapMTθn → MTSO(2n), be extended to a commutative diagram
(5)
Ω
SO
2
(
BDiff(M ,D2n)
)
Ω
SO
2 (Ω
∞MTθn) Ω
SO
2 (MTθn)
Ω
SO
2
(BDiff+(M)) ΩSO
2
(Ω∞MTSO(2n)) ΩSO
2
(MTSO(2n)) ΩSO
2n+2.
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Analogous to MTSO(2n), there is a stabilization map s : MTθn → Σ
−2nMSO〈n〉 for MTθn .
e induced morphism on second homotopy groups fits into a commutative square
π2MTθn Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2
Ω
SO
2 (Ω
∞MTθn) Ω
SO
2n+2.
s∗
Its cokernel can be derived fromwork of Galatius–Randal-Williams [GR16, Lem. 5.2,5.5,5.6].
Lemma 1.6 (Galatius–Randal-Williams). Let n ≥ 2. e cokernel of the morphism
s∗ : π2MTθn → Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2
is trivial for n , 3, 7 and isomorphic to Z/4 otherwise.
Remark 1.7. Since the signature σ : ΩSO∗ → Z is an isomorphism in dimension ∗ = 4, the
cokernel considered in Lemma 1.6 is, by Theorem 1.4, for n = 1 isomorphic to Z/4 as well.
Lemma 1.6 leads to a description of the image of ΩSO
2
(Ω∞MTθn) → Ω
SO
2n+2 as follows.
Proposition 1.8. Let Ω∞• MTθn ⊆ Ω
∞MTθn be a path component. e image of the mor-
phism ΩSO
2
(Ω∞• MTθn) → Ω
SO
2n+2 agrees with the subgroup
im
(
Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 → Ω
SO
2n+2
)
∩ σ−1(4 · Z).
Proof. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1.3, the image of the map in con-
sideration coincides with the image of the composition π2MTθn → Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 → Ω
SO
2n+2. From
this, one inclusion follows by observing that the laer composition factors through themap
π2MTSO(2n) → Ω
SO
2n+2, which has image in σ
−1(4 · Z) by eorem 1.4. Since π2MTθn →
Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 is surjective if n , 1, 3, 7 by Lemma 1.6, there is nothing le to prove in these cases.
For n = 1, 3, 7, the group Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 contains a class of signature 1, such as CP
2 , HP2 , and OP2,
a fact which, together with Lemma 1.6 and Remark 1.7, implies that the sequence
π2MTθn → Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 → Z/4 → 0,
where the last map is induced by the signature, is exact. e assertion follows. 
By virtue of Theorem1.1, Proposition 1.8 has an analogue of TheoremA for bundles over
surfaces with a trivialized disc-subbundle and fixed highly connected almost parallelizable
fiber of even dimension as a corollary. is is stated as part of Theorem 1.14 below.
1.4. A reduction of the structure group. To discuss conditions onM for which the im-
ages of ΩSO(BDiff+(M)) and ΩSO(BDiff(M ,D2n)) in ΩSO2n+2 agree, we recall the canonical
ring isomorphisms between Ωfr∗ and π
s
∗ , and between Ω
〈n 〉
∗ and π∗MSO〈n〉, given by the
Pontryagin–om construction. Here Ωfr∗ is the bordism ring of stably framed manifolds,
π s∗ the stable homotopy groups of spheres,MSO〈n〉 theom ring spectrum of BSO〈n〉, and
Ω
〈n 〉
∗ the bordism ring of oriented manifolds equipped with a BSO〈n〉-structure on their
stable normal bundle. By standard surgery techniques, the group Ω
〈n 〉
k
is, for k ≥ 2n + 2,
canonically isomorphic to the bordism group of oriented n-connected k-manifolds—the de-
scription we have used so far. e stable normal bundle of an oriented (n − 1)-connected
n-parallelizable manifold M admits a unique BSO〈n〉-structure by obstruction theory, so
M canonically defines a class [M] in π2nMSO〈n〉. Note furthermore that the chain of in-
clusions Diff(M ,D2n) ⊆ Diff+(M , ∗) ⊆ Diff+(M) of subgroups of diffeomorphisms fixing a
chosen point or disc, respectively, induces homotopy fiber sequences
(6) M → BDiff+(M , ∗) → BDiff+(M) and BDiff(M ,D2n) → BDiff+(M , ∗)
d
−→ BSO(2n),
where d is the delooping of the map given by taking the differential at the fixed point.
Finally, as is common, η ∈ π s1  Z/2 denotes the nontrivial element in the first stable stem.
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Proposition 1.9. LetM be a closed, oriented, (n− 1)-connected, n-parallelizable manifold. If
M satisfies one of the two conditions
(i) η · [M] ∈ π2n+1MSO〈n〉 is not trivial,
(ii) η · [M ,α] ∈ π s2n+1 is trivial for a stable framing α ofM ,
then the images of ΩSO2 (BDiff(M ,D
2n)) and ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)) in ΩSO2n+2 agree.
Proof. For 2n = 2, the conclusion of the statement is always valid by eorem 1.2 and Re-
mark 1.5. Since ΩSO6 is trivial, we can assume 2n ≥ 6, soM is in particular 2-connected. e
first fiber sequence of (6) implies that ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M , ∗)) → ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)) is surjective.
It therefore suffices to show the claim for ΩSO
2
(BDiff+(M , ∗)) instead of ΩSO
2
(BDiff+(M)).
Mapping the long exact sequence in homotopy groups of the second fiber sequence of (6)
to the corresponding Serre exact sequence yields a commutative ladder with exact rows
(7)
π2 BDiff(M ,D
2n) π2 BDiff
+(M , ∗) Z/2 π1(BDiff(M ,D
2n))
Ω
SO
2
(
BDiff(M ,D2n)
)
Ω
SO
2
(BDiff+(M , ∗)) Z/2 ΩSO
1
(
BDiff(M ,D2n)
)
,
π1(t )
id
Ω
SO
1
(t )
where t : SO(2n) → BDiff+(M ,D2n) is the map obtained by looping the fiber sequence
once. By [Kra18, Lem. 2.6], the first condition implies that ΩSO
1
(t) is nontrivial, so the mor-
phism ΩSO2 (BDiff(M ,D
2n)) → ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)) is surjective, which proves the claim. e
second condition implies that π1(t) is trivial [Kre79, Lem. 4,m. 3 c)], so there is an ori-
ented bundle π : E → S2 with fiberM whose class maps nontrivially to Z/2. e argument
at the beginning of the proof of [HSS14, Prop. 1.9] shows that the Pontryagin and Stiefel–
Whitney numbers of E vanish, so E is nullbordant. Since ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M , ∗)) is generated
by the class of this bundle and the image of ΩSO
2
(BDiff(M ,D2n)), the images of these two
groups in ΩSO2n+2 agree, as claimed. 
Remark 1.10. Proposition 1.9 leaves open the cases where η · [M ,α] defines a nontrivial el-
ement in the kernel of the Hurewicz map π s2n+1 → π2n+1MSO〈n〉. is morphism naturally
factors over the cokernel of the J -homomorphism,
π s2n+1 → coker(J )2n+1 → π2n+1MSO〈n〉,
and work by Stolz implies that the second morphism in this composition is oen bijective
(see e.g. [GR16, m. 1.4]). is can be used to further narrow down the manifolds for
which the images of ΩSO2 (BDiff(M ,D
2n)) and ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)) in ΩSO2n+2 might disagree, but
some cases remain, for instance, Σ8k+2♯(S
4k+1 × S4k+1)♯д for д,k ≥ 1, where Σ8k+2 is the
homotopy sphere corresponding to Adams’ element µ8k+2 ∈ π
s
8k+2
(see [Ada66]). is is
because η · µ8k+2 is nontrivial and contained in im(J )8k+3 (see e.g. [Rav86, m. 5.3.7]).
Remark 1.11. Assuming д(M) ≥ 7, one can show that the images of ΩSO
2
(BDiff(M ,D2n))
and ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)) in ΩSO2n+2 agree if and only if η · [M] ∈ π2n+1MSO〈n〉 vanishes or
d∗w2 : Tor(Ω
SO
2 (BDiff
+(M , ∗))) → Z/2 is nontrivial. Here d∗w2 is induced by the pullback
ofw2 ∈ H
2(BSO(2n);Z/2) along d : BDiff+(M , ∗) → BSO(2n).
Remark 1.12. From the exactness of the second row of (7), we see that every 2-divisible
class in ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)) is contained in the image of ΩSO2 (BDiff(M ,D
2n)).
Remark 1.13. For a homotopy d-sphere Σ, the image of ΩSO
2
(BDiff+(Σ)) in ΩSO
d+2
is trivial.
More generally, the total space of any Σ-bundle is nullbordant. Indeed, coning off the fibers
shows that there exists a topological nullbordism and hence, by the topological invariance
of Stiefel–Whitney and Pontryagin numbers, also a smooth one.
Propositions 1.8 and 1.9, together with eorem 1.1, imply the following result. It in-
cludes eorem A, since Wд satisfies the second condition of Proposition 1.9, being the
boundary of the parallelizable handlebody ♮д(Dn+1 × Sn).
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eorem 1.14. LetM be a closed, (n−1)-connected,n-parallelizable 2n-manifold. e image
of the morphism ΩSO
2
(BDiff(M ,D2n)) → ΩSO
2n+2 is contained in the subgroup
im
(
Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 → Ω
SO
2n+2
)
∩ σ−1(4 · Z).
Moreover, equality holds for д(M) ≥ 5, and for д(M) ≥ 3 if 2n = 2. If M satisfies one of the
conditions of Proposition 1.9, then the same conclusions apply to ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)).
2. Bordism classes of highly connected manifolds
is section is concerned with the image of the natural map
(8) Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 → Ω
SO
2n+2
from highly connected to oriented bordism, which is by Theorem 1.14 closely related to
smooth bundles over surfaces with highly connected almost parallelizable fibers. As noted
in the introduction, this morphism is trivial unless 2n+2 = 4m, and factors over the quotient
Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m /Θ4m by the group of homotopy spheres. In the first part of this section, we combine
work of Brumfiel, Kervaire–Milnor, Stolz, and Wall to give an explicit description of this
quotient, which we use thereaer to describe the image of (8) in terms of characteristic
numbers and to derive divisibility constraints for the signature and the Aˆ-genera of highly
connected manifolds. We assumem ≥ 2 throughout the section.
2.1. Wall’s classification of highly connected almost closed manifolds. A compact
manifold is almost closed if its boundary is a homotopy sphere. We denote by A
〈2m−1〉
4m the
group of oriented, almost closed, (2m−1)-connected4m-manifolds, up to (2m−1)-connected
oriented bordism restricting to an h-cobordism on the boundary; the group structure is
induced by boundary connected sum. is group receives a map from Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m given by
cuing out the interior of an embedded 4m-disk. is fits into an exact sequence
(9) Θ4m → Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m → A
〈2m−1〉
4m
∂
−→ Θ4m−1.
e first morphism maps a homotopy sphere to its bordism class, and the last one assigns
to an almost closed manifold its boundary. From his pioneering work on the classification
of highly connected manifolds, Wall [Wal62] derived a complete description of the groups
A
〈2m−1〉
4m . For us, the outcome is most conveniently phrased in terms of two particular man-
ifolds P and Q , which play a key role in the remainder of this section.
Milnor’s E8-plumbing P . We denote by P Milnor’s E8-plumbing, i.e., the parallelizable man-
ifold of dimension 4m arising from plumbing eight copies of the disk bundle of the tangent
bundle of the 2m-sphere, such that the intersection form of P is isomorphic to the E8-form
(see e.g. [Bro72, Ch. V.2]). Since the laer has signature 8, so does the manifold P .
e plumbing Q . LetQ be the plumbing of two copies of a 2m-dimensional linear disk bun-
dle over the 2m-sphere that generates the image of π2m BSO(2m − 1) in π2m BSO(2m). is
bundle can be characterized equivalently as having vanishing Euler number and represent-
ing a generator of π2m BSO for m , 2, 4, and twice a generator for m = 2, 4 (cf. [Lev85,
§1A)]). Via the isomorphism H2m(S2m) ⊕ H2m(S2m)  H2m(Q) induced by the inclusion of
the 2m-skeleton, the intersection form ofQ is given by
(
0 1
1 0
)
, so it has vanishing signature.
Form = 2k even, the kth Pontryagin class of a generator of π2m BSO is ak (2k − 1)![S
4k ]∗ ∈
H4k (S4k ) (see e.g. [Lev85, m. 3.8]), where ak equals 1 for k even and 2 otherwise, and
[S4k ]∗ denotes the Poincare´ dual to 1 ∈ H0(S
4k ) . From this, we compute the square of the
kth Pontryagin class as
(10) p2k (Q, ∂Q) = 2λ
2
ka
2
k (2k − 1)!
2 · [Q, ∂Q]∗ ∈ H8k (Q, ∂Q),
with λk being 1 if k , 1, 2 and 2 elsewise.
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eboundaries of both plumbingsP andQ are homotopy spheres (see e.g. [Bro72, p. V.2.7]).
We denote them by ΣP and ΣQ , respectively.
eorem 2.1 (Wall). e bordism group A
〈2m−1〉
4m satisfies
A
〈2m−1〉
4m 

Z ⊕ Z/2 ifm ≡ 1 (mod 4)
Z ifm ≡ 3 (mod 4)
Z ⊕ Z ifm ≡ 0 (mod 2),
where the first summand is generated by P , except form = 2, 4 where it is generated by HP2
and OP2, respectively. e second summand in the casesm . 3 (mod 4) is generated by Q .
Proof. e statement regarding the isomorphism type of the group A
〈2m−1〉
4m follows from
[Wal62, m. 2; Wal67, m. 11]. Denoting by 〈Q〉 ⊆ A
〈2m−1〉
4m the subgroup generated by
Q , it follows from the discussion in [Wal67, p. 295] that there is an exact sequence
0 → 〈Q〉 → A
〈2m−1〉
4m → Z
in which the second morphism is induced by the signature. AsHP2 andOP2 have signature
1, the casesm = 2, 4 follow. e other cases are concluded by observing that the intersection
form associated to a manifold representing a class in A
〈2m−1〉
4m is even form , 2, 4, so it has
signature divisible by 8—the signature of the E8-plumbing. 
To treat the different cases for m even in a uniform manner, it is convenient to use a
basis of A
〈2m−1〉
4m that is different from the one described in the previous theorem.
Lemma 2.2.
(i) Two almost closed 8k-manifoldsM and N define the same class in A
〈4k−1〉
8k
if and only if
σ (M) = σ (N ) and p2
k
(M) = p2
k
(N ).
(ii) e classes 8 · HP2 and 8 · OP2 in A
〈4k−1〉
8k
equal P +Q for k = 1, 2, respectively.
(iii) e groupA
〈4k−1〉
8k
 Z⊕Z is generated by P andQ for k , 1, 2, by P and HP2 for k = 1,
and by P and OP2 for k = 2.
Proof. As opposed to the plumbing Q , the manifolds HP2, OP2, and P have nontrivial sig-
nature. Since we computed the Pontryagin number p2
k
(Q) to be nontrivial in (10), the first
claim follows from eorem 2.1, as A
〈4k−1〉
8k
is free abelian of rank 2. e Pontryagin num-
bers p2
k
(HP2) and p2
k
(OP2) can be computed as a2
k
(2k − 1)!2 for k = 1, 2, respectively, which
agrees with 1/8 · p2
k
(Q) by (10). e second claim follows from the first, remembering that
σ (P) = 8 and σ (Q) = 0. Given eorem 2.1, the third is implied by the second. 
2.2. Homotopy (4m−1)-spheres. Recall from [KM63] that the groupΘ4m−1 ofh-cobordism
classes of oriented homotopy spheres fits into an exact sequence
(11) 0 → bP4m → Θ4m−1 → coker(J )4m−1 → 0
involving the subgroup bP4m ⊆ Θ4m−1 of homotopy spheres bounding parallelizable man-
ifolds and the cokernel of the stable J -homomorphism in degree (4m − 1). e subgroup
bP4m is generated by theMilnor sphere ΣP = ∂P . It is of order σm/8 with
σm = am2
2m+1(22m−1 − 1) num
(
|B2m |
4m
)
as defined in the introduction (see e.g. [Lev85, Cor. 3.20, Lem. 3.5(2)]). Brumfiel [Bru68] has
shown that every homotopy sphere Σ ∈ Θ4m−1 bounds a spin manifoldWΣ with vanishing
decomposable Pontryagin numbers, and that the signature σ (WΣ) of such a manifold is
divisible by 8. is enabled him to establish a decomposition
(12) Θ4m−1  bP4m ⊕ coker(J )4m−1
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via a spliing sB : Θ4m−1 → bP4m of the exact sequence (11), defined by mapping a homo-
topy sphere Σ to (σ (WΣ)/8) ·ΣP . Refining Brumfiel’s definition, Stolz [Sto87] gave a formula
for sB (Σ) in terms of invariants of any spin manifold that bounds Σ, without assumptions
on its characteristic numbers. To state his result, fix integers cm and dm with
cm num
(
|B2m |
4m
)
+ dm denom
(
|B2m |
4m
)
= 1,
and define a rational polynomial Sm ∈ H
4m(BSO;Q) in Pontryagin classes as
Sm = Lm +
σm
am
(
cmAˆm + (−1)
mdm(Aˆ ph)m
)
,
which involves the L- and Aˆ-class, as well as product of the Aˆ-class with the reduced
Pontryagin character ph. Here reduced refers to the triviality of ph in degree 0. e poly-
nomial Sm has no contributions from the mth Pontryagin class (see [Sto87, p. 2]), so its
evaluation on an oriented almost closed manifold M can be considered as a relative class
Sm(M) ∈ H
4m(M , ∂M ;Q).
eorem 2.3 (Stolz). For an almost closed spin manifold M of dimension 4m, the invariant
s(M) =
1
8
(
σ (M) − 〈Sm (M), [M , ∂M]〉
)
is integral and computes the value of Brumfiel’s spliing on the boundary ofM , i.e.,
sB (∂M) = s(M) · ΣP .
2.3. Closing almost closedmanifolds. By the exactness of the sequence (9), the bordism
group Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m /Θ4m is naturally isomorphic to the kernel of the morphism
∂ : A
〈2m−1〉
4m → Θ4m−1,
which leads us to identify these two groups henceforth. Since A
〈2m−1〉
4m is generated by the
classes of P and Q form , 2, 4 by Theorem 2.1, we need to examine their boundaries ΣP
and ΣQ in Θ4m−1 in order to determine the kernel in question. As mentioned earlier, the
Milnor sphere ΣP is well understood; it generates the subgroup bP4m . Regarding ΣQ , we
use Stolz’s invariant to compute its image under the projection onto bP4m with respect to
the decomposition (12) (see Lemma 2.7). Concerning its image [ΣQ ] in coker(J )4m−1, there
are partial results due to Anderson and Stolz. To state the ones relevant for us, denote by
jn = denom
(
|B2n |
4n
)
the size of the image of the stable J -homomorphism in degree 4n − 1 (see [Ada66;i71]).
eorem 2.4 (Anderson, Stolz). e class [ΣQ ] in coker(J )4m−1 satisfies
(i) j2
m/2
· [ΣQ ] = 0 form , 2, 4 even, and
(ii) [ΣQ ] = 0 form , 5 odd.
Proof. efirst claim follows from the beginning of the proof of [And69, Lem. 1.5]. To prove
the second, observe that the homotopy sphere ΣQ is trivial ifm ≡ 3 (mod 4) by Theorem 2.1.
A result by Stolz [Sto85, m. B (i)] seles the remaining case. 
Despite Anderson’s bound on its order, very lile is known about the class [ΣQ ] in
coker(J )4m−1 for m even. Galatius–Randal-Williams [GR16, Conj. A] conjectured that it
is trivial. A weaker version of this conjecture appeared independently in work of Bowden–
Crowley–Stipsicz [BCS14, Conj. 5.9].
Conjecture 2.5 (Galatius–Randal-Williams). Form even, [ΣQ ] is trivial in coker(J )4m−1.
Remark 2.6. e conjecture is known in the first two casesm = 2, 4 (cf. [GR16, Ch. 6]) and
is, to the author’s knowledge, already unknown form = 6.
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To state our formula for the image of ΣQ under the projection onto bP4m , we denote by
Tn = 2
2n(22n − 1)
|B2n |
2n
the nth tangent number, which is known to be integral (see e.g. [AIK14, Rem. 1.18]).
Lemma 2.7. Stolz’ invariant s(Q) of Q vanishes ifm is odd. Form = 2k even, it satisfies
s(Q) = −
λ2
k
8j2
k
(
σ 2k + a
2
kσ2k num
(
|B2k |
4k
) (
c2k num
(
|B2k |
4k
)
+ 2(−1)kd2k jk
))
,
as well as
s(Q) =
λ2
k
a2
k
4
(
σ2kd2k
|B2k |
4k
(
|B2k |
|B4k |
+ (−1)k+1
)
−
T 2
k
4
)
,
where λk = 1 if k , 1, 2 and λk = 2 otherwise.
We postpone the proof of this lemma to the next subsection and continue by elaborating
on some of its consequences instead.
Corollary 2.8. Form even, the homotopy spheres ΣP and ΣQ in Θ4m−1 satisfy
(i) j2
m/2
· ΣQ = (σ
2
m/2
/8) · ΣP form , 2, 4, and
(ii) ΣQ = −ΣP form = 2, 4.
Proof. We write m = 2k . By Theorem 2.4, the homotopy sphere j2
k
· ΣQ lies in bP8k for
2k , 2, 4, so Theorem 2.3 gives the relation j2
k
· ΣQ = j
2
k
s(Q) · ΣP . From the first formula of
Lemma 2.7, we see that j2
k
s(Q) is congruent to σ 2
k
/8 modulo σ2k . is has the first claim as
a consequence. Since num(|B4 |/8) = num(|B8 |/16) = 1, we conclude d2 = d4 = 0. us, the
second formula of the lemma gives s(Q) = −T 21 for k = 1 and s(Q) = −T
2
2 /4 for k = 2. As
T1 = 1 and T2 = 2, we have s(Q) = −1 for k = 1, 2, which, together with Theorem 2.3 and
Remark 2.6, implies the second claim. 
Combining Wall’s classification, Stolz’ invariant, and Theorem 2.4, we determine the
kernel of the boundarymap in the sequence (9), and hence the bordism groupΩ
〈2m−1〉
4m /Θ4m ,
as follows. e order of the class [ΣQ ] in coker(J )4m−1 is denoted by ord([ΣQ ]).
Proposition 2.9. e bordism group Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m /Θ4m satisfies
Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m /Θ4m 

Z ⊕ Z/2 ifm ≡ 1 (mod 4),m , 5
Z ifm ≡ 3 (mod 4)
(Z ⊕ Z/2) or Z ifm = 5
Z ⊕ Z ifm ≡ 0 (mod 2).
e first summand is generated by (σm/8) ·P in all cases. e Z/2-summands in the respective
cases are generated by Q . Form even, the second summand is generated by HP2 ifm = 2, by
OP2 ifm = 4, and by ord([ΣQ ])
(
Q − s(Q) · P
)
otherwise.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, the group A
〈2m−1〉
4m is isomorphic to a direct sum
Z ⊕ C for a cyclic group C , where the first summand is generated by P , and the second
summand by Q for m , 2, 4, by HP2 for m = 2, and by OP2 for m = 4. Recall that the
Milnor sphere ΣP generates the cyclic group bP4m of order σm/8. By exactness of (11), the
homotopy sphere ord([ΣQ ])·ΣQ is contained in bP4m , so it coincides with ord([ΣQ ])s(Q)·ΣP
by Theorem 2.3. Using this, it follows from elementary algebraic considerations that the
classes (σm/8) · P and ord([ΣQ ])
(
Q − s(Q) · P
)
generate the kernel form , 2, 4. As Q has
infinite order form even, this seles the case form , 2, 4 even. e class of Q has order 2
form ≡ 1 (mod 4) and is trivial form ≡ 3 (mod 4) by Theorem 2.1. Together with the fact
that, form odd, we have s(Q) = 0 by Lemma 2.7 and ord([ΣQ ]) = 1 as long as m , 5 by
Theorem 2.4, this concludes the proof form odd. e casesm = 2, 4 are immediate. 
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Remark 2.10. e preceding proof also shows that for m = 5, the kernel in question is
isomorphic to Z ⊕ Z/2 if and only if the class [ΣQ ] ∈ coker(J )19 is trivial.
Remark 2.11. Note that, form = 2k , 2, 4, Corollary 2.8 implies that (σ 2
k
/8) · P − j2
k
· Q is
contained in the kernel under consideration.
Remark 2.12. Aer replacing HP2 by 4 ·HP2 and OP2 by 4 ·OP2, the statement of Proposi-
tion 2.9 remains valid if Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m /Θ4m is replaced by the subgroup Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m /Θ4m ∩σ
−1(4 ·Z).
is is because the signatures of P and Q are divisible by 8, whereas σ (HP2) = σ (OP2) = 1.
2.4. Characteristic numbers of highly connected manifolds. is subsection serves
to prove Lemma 2.7 and to use it, in combination with Proposition 2.9, to compute the
laices of characteristic numbers realized by closed (2m−1)-connected 4m-manifolds. Note
that for such manifolds, all Pontryagin classes vanish, except possibly for pm , and pm/2 if
m is even. As a result of this, the L-class, the Aˆ-class, the reduced Pontryagin character
ph, and the product (Aˆ ph) of the laer two, have the form (cf. [Hir66, Ch. 1,3])
Lm =
{
smpm ifm is odd
1
2
(s2
k
− s2k )p
2
k
+ s2kp2k ifm = 2k is even,
Aˆm =
{
sˆmpm ifm is odd
1
2
(sˆ2
k
− sˆ2k )p
2
k
+ sˆ2kp2k ifm = 2k is even,
phm =
{
(−1)m+1
(2m−1)!
pm ifm is odd
1
2(4k−1)!
p2
k
− 1
(4k−1)!
p2k ifm = 2k is even,
and
(Aˆ ph)m =
{
(−1)m+1
(2m−1)!
pm ifm is odd
(−1)k+1sˆk
(2k−1)!
p2
k
+
1
2(4k−1)!
p2
k
− 1
(4k−1)!
p2k ifm = 2k is even,
where sˆn and sn are given by
(13) sˆn =
−1
(2n − 1)!
|B2n |
4n
and sn = −2
2n+1(22n−1 − 1)sˆn =
σn
an(2n − 1)!jn
for n ≥ 1. Solving L2k for p2k and expressing Aˆ2k in terms of L2k and p
2
k
, we obtain
(14) p2k =
1
s2k
L2k −
s2
k
− s2k
2s2k
p2k and Aˆ2k =
s2k sˆ
2
k
− sˆ2ks
2
k
2s2k
p2k +
sˆ2k
s2k
L2k .
Substituting the variables with their values, the last equation becomes
(15) Aˆ2k =
T 2
k
(2k − 1)!224k+3(24k−1 − 1)
p2k −
1
24k+1(24k−1 − 1)
L2k .
Proof of Lemma 2.7. AsQ is (2m − 1)-connected, all its decomposable Pontryagin numbers
vanish form odd, and hence so does the characteristic number 〈Sm(Q), [Q, ∂Q]〉, since Sm
does not involve pm (see [Sto87, p. 2]). e first part of the lemma follows, therefore, from
the triviality of the signature of Q . Form = 2k , we use the formulas above to calculate
S2k (Q) =
(
1
2
(s2k − s2k ) + σ2kc2k
1
2
(sˆ2k − sˆ2k ) + σ2kd2k sˆk
(−1)k+1
(2k − 1)!
+ σ2kd2k
1
2(4k − 1)!
)
p2k (Q).
Using the second description of s2k in (13), one obtains the identity
1
2
s2k = σ2kd2k
1
2(4k − 1)!
− σ2kc2k
1
2
sˆ2k ,
which simplifies the above formula for S2k (Q) to
S2k (Q) =
(
1
2
s2k + σ2kc2k
1
2
sˆ2k + σ2kd2k sˆk
(−1)k+1
(2k − 1)!
)
p2k (Q).
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Substituting sˆk with its value and using (10) as well as the last identity in (13), we arrive at
S2k (Q) =
(
λ2
k
σ 2
k
j2
k
+ λ2kσ2k
(
a2kc2k (
|B2k |
4k
)2 + 2(−1)kd2k
|B2k |
4k
))
[Q, ∂Q]∗,
fromwhichwe obtain the first formula of the statement, since s(Q) = −1/8〈S2k (Q), [Q, ∂Q]〉
as σ (Q) = 0. e second formula follows from the first, together with the identity
σ2kc2k = 2
4k+1(24k−1 − 1)
(
1 − denom
(
|B4k |
8k
)
d2k
)
,
by combining two of the summands to −a2
k
λ2
k
T 2
k
/16 and simplifying the expressions. 
To determine the combinations of Pontryagin numbers, signatures, and Aˆ-genera that
are realized by closed highly connected 4m-manifolds, we recall that, even for almost closed
4m-manifoldsM , these invariants are additive bordism invariants, where the top-dimensional
Pontryagin number pm(M) is defined such that the Hirzebruch signature formula σ (M) =
〈Lm(M), [M]〉 holds. Using this description of pm , the Aˆ-genus of an almost closed 4m-
manifold is defined by Aˆ(M) = 〈Aˆm(M), [M]〉.
Form odd, Proposition 2.9 shows that the torsion free quotient ofΩ
〈2m−1〉
4m is generated by
the class (σm/8) · P , whose invariants can be easily computed from σ (P) = 8 and p
2
k
(P) = 0
using the formulas recalled at the beginning of this subsection.
Proposition 2.13. Form , 1 odd, the torsion free quotient ofΩ
〈2m−1〉
4m is generated by (σm/8)·
P , whose signature, Aˆ-genus and Pontryagin numbers are
σ
(
(σm/8) · P
)
= σm, Aˆ
(
(σm/8) · P
)
= −2 num
(
|B2m |
4m
)
, and
pm
(
(σm/8) · P
)
= 2(2m − 1)!jm.
Form even, we compute the occurring characteristic numbers as follows.
Proposition 2.14. e torsion free quotient of Ω
〈4k−1〉
8k
agrees with Ω
〈4k−1〉
8k
/Θ8k , and the
morphisms induced by the respective characteristic numbers
σ , Aˆ,p2k ,p
2
k : Ω
〈4k−1〉
8k
/Θ8k → Z
are, with respect to the ordered basis described in Proposition 2.9, given by
σ =
(
σ2k
ord([ΣQ ])
a2
k
µk
(
Tk
2
2
− 2σ2kd2k
|B2k |
4k
(
|B2k |
|B4k |
+ (−1)k+1
))) ,
Aˆ =
©­«
− num
(
|B4k |
8k
)
2 ord([ΣQ ])
a2
k
µk
num
(
|B4k |
8k
)
d2k
|B2k |
4k
(
|B2k |
|B4k |
+ (−1)k+1
)ª®¬ ,
p2k =
(
(4k − 1)!j2k
ord([ΣQ ])
a2
k
µk
(
(2k − 1)!2 + (4k − 1)!j2k
|B2k |
4k
(
c2k
|B2k |
4k
+ 2d2k (−1)
k
))) , and
p2k =
(
0
2 ord([ΣQ ])
a2
k
µk
(2k − 1)!2
)
,
where µk = 2 if k = 1, 2 and µk = 1 otherwise. Furthermore, aer replacing µk with its
reciprocal, the same formulas hold for the subgroup Ω
〈4k−1〉
8k
/Θ8k ∩σ
−1(4 ·Z) using the ordered
basis described in Remark 2.12.
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Proof. e first statement follows from Proposition 2.9 and the computation of the invari-
ants for (σm/8) ·P , analogous to Proposition 2.13, using the fact that p
2
k
(P) vanishes since P
is parallelizable. e second part of Corollary 2.8 and Lemma 2.2 imply that ord([ΣQ ])
(
Q −
s(Q) · P
)
equals 8 · HP2 for k = 1 and 8 · OP2 for k = 2. Since µkλ
2
k
is 8 if k = 1, 2 and 1
otherwise, it is sufficient to show that the invariants of the class ord([ΣQ ])
(
Q −s(Q) ·P
)
are
in all cases given by the product of µkλ
2
k
with the claimed invariants of the second basis
vector. For p2
k
, this is implied by p2
k
(P) = 0 and (10). e signature of ord([ΣQ ])
(
Q−s(Q) ·P
)
is obtained using the second formula in Lemma 2.7, together with σ (P) = 8 and σ (Q) = 0.
Using (15), the values of these signatures, together with p2
k
(P) = 0 and (10), result in
Aˆ
(
ord([ΣQ ]) (Q − s(Q) · P)
)
= ord([ΣQ ])
(
λ2
k
a2
k
T 2
k
24k+2(24k−1 − 1)
+
s(Q)
24k−2(24k−1 − 1)
)
,
which, using the second formula of Lemma 2.7, gives the desired value. e calculation of
p2m is obtained by combining (14) with the first formula for s(Q) of Lemma 2.7 and
λ2
k
s2
k
s2k
a2k (2k − 1)!
2
=
λ2
k
σ 2
k
s2k j
2
k
.
e last part of the statement follows from Remark 2.12. 
We proceed by computing the signatures and Aˆ-genera realized by highly connected 4m-
manifolds. e following consequences of the von Staudt–Clausen theorem will be useful.
A proof of the laer can be derived, for instance, from [AIK14, Ch. 3].
eorem 2.15 (von Staudt–Clausen). e prime factor decomposition of denom( |B2n |
n
) is
denom
(
|B2n |
n
)
=
∏
p−1 |2n
p1+νp (n).
In particular, j2n = denom(
|B4n |
8n ) is divisible by jn = denom(
|B2n |
4n ), and ν2(jn) = ν2(n) + 3.
Proposition 2.16. ere exists a closed (2m − 1)-connected 4m-manifold with signature
σm ifm , 1 is odd
2im gcd(σm,σ
2
m/2
) ifm , 2, 4 is even
1 ifm = 1, 2, 4,
where
im = min
(
0,ν2(ord([ΣQ ])) − 2ν2(m) − 4 + 2ν2(am/2)
)
,
and the signature of any closed (2m − 1)-connected 4m-manifold is a multiple of this number.
Remark 2.17. Note that we obtain ν2(ord([ΣQ ])) ≤ 2ν2(m) + 4 from Theorem 2.4 and 2.15.
Remark 2.18. Proposition 2.16 should be compared with the analogous result for (2m − 1)-
connected 4m-manifolds that are assumed to be almost parallelizable. It follows from work
of Milnor–Kervaire [MK60, p. 457] that, under this additional assumption, the minimal pos-
itive signature that occurs is σm , independent of the parity ofm. Since im ≤ 0, one gets
2im gcd(σm,σ
2
m/2
) <
σm
2m−ν2(m)−8
by [ABK72, m. 1.5.2(c)], so the minimal positive signature becomes, form even, signifi-
cantly larger if one restricts to manifolds that are almost parallelizable.
e proof of Proposition 2.16 owes a significant intellectual debt to a computation due
to Lampe [Lam81, Satz 1.3], to whom the authors would like to express their gratitude for
sending them a copy of his diploma thesis.
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Proof of Proposition 2.16. For m , 1 odd, the claim is a consequence of Proposition 2.13,
and for m = 1, 2, 4, it follows from the existence of the manifolds CP2, HP2 , and OP2 of
signature 1. Form = 2k , 2, 4, it is, by Proposition 2.14, sufficient to show that the integer
described in the statement is the greatest common divisor of
σ ((σ2k/8) · P) = σ2k and σ
(
ord([ΣQ ])
(
Q − s(Q) · P
) )
= −8 ord([ΣQ ])s(Q).
From the first formula of Lemma 2.7, one sees that there is an odd integer b such that
−8 ord([ΣQ ])s(Q) =
1
j2
k
(
ord([ΣQ ])(σ
2
k + σ2ka
2
kb)
)
.
Using ν2(σk ) = ν2(ak ) + 2k + 1 and ν2(jk ) = ν2(k) + 3, we compute
ν2
(
gcd
(
σ2k , 8 ord([ΣQ ])s(Q)
))
= min
(
4k + 1,ν2
(
ord([ΣQ ])
)
+ 4k + 2ν2(ak ) − 2ν2(k) − 5
)
.
To determine the odd part gcd(σ2k , 8 ord([ΣQ ])s(Q))odd of the greatest common divisor, we
note that, since Tk is an even integer for k > 1, the number jk divides 2
2k−1(22k − 1).
is, together with the fact that (22k − 1) and (24k−1 − 1) are coprime, implies that jk and
(24k−1 − 1) are coprime. But since jk is also coprime to num(
|B4k |
8k
) by the von Staudten–
Clausen theorem, it cannot share odd prime divisors with σ2m . As ord([ΣQ ]) divides j
2
k
by
Theorem 2.4, the conclusion also holds for ord([ΣQ ]) and σ2m . is leads to
gcd
(
σ2k , 8 ord([ΣQ ])s(Q)
)
odd = gcd
(
σ2k , ord([ΣQ ])(σ
2
k + σ2ka
2
kb)
)
odd
= gcd(σ2k ,σ
2
k )odd,
which implies the statement, because ν2(gcd(σ2k ,σ
2
k
)) = 4k + 1. 
Since ν2(σm) = 2m+1+ν2(am) and im ≥ −2ν2(m)−4, we obtain the following divisibility
result for the signature as an immediate corollary of Proposition 2.16.
Corollary 2.19. e signature of a closed (2m − 1)-connected manifold of dimension 4m for
m , 1, 2, 4 is divisible by 22m+2 ifm is odd and by 22m−2ν2(m)−3 ifm is even.
For m ≥ 2, closed (2m − 1)-connected 4m-manifolds admit a spin structure, so their
Aˆ-genus is integral. We compute it as follows.
Proposition 2.20. ere exists a closed (2m − 1)-connected 4m-manifold with Aˆ-genus{
2 num( |B2m |
4m
) ifm , 1 is odd
gcd(num( |B2m |
4m
), num( |Bm |
2m
)2) ifm is even,
and the Aˆ-genus of any closed (2m − 1)-connected 4m-manifold is a multiple of this number.
Proof. Arguing similarly as in the proof of Proposition 2.16, the claim for m odd follows
from Proposition 2.13. To prove the remaining case ofm even using Proposition 2.14, we
need to compute the greatest common divisor of num(
|B4k |
8k ) and
2 ord([ΣQ ])
a2
k
µk
num
(
|B4k |
8k
)
d2k
|B2k |
4k
(
|B2k |
|B4k |
+ (−1)k+1
)
=
1
j2
k
µk
ord([ΣQ ])a
2
kd2k num
(
|B2k |
4k
) (
num
(
|B2k |
4k
)
j2k + 2(−1)
k+1jk num
(
|B4k |
8k
))
As jk , j2k ,ak , µk , and d2k are coprime to num(
|B4k |
8k
), the number in question agrees with
gcd
(
num
(
|B4k |
8k
)
, ord([ΣQ ]) num
(
|B2k |
4k
)2)
.
But ord([ΣQ ]) divides j
2
k
by Theorem 2.4, so the von Staudt–Clausen theorem implies that
it has no common divisors with num(
|B4k |
8k ). is yields the result. 
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Remark 2.21. Computer calculations show that form < 2678 even, the greatest common
divisor of σm and σ
2
m/2
is a power of 2, whereas it is 22·2678+1 · 34511 form = 2678. Since
ν2(gcd(σm,σ
2
m/2
)) = 2m + 1, the minimal positive signature of a closed highly connected
4m-manifold for m , 2, 4 even, m < 2678, equals 2im+2m+1 by Proposition 2.16. Similar
computations show that num( |B2m |
4m
) and num( |Bm |
2m
)2 are coprime form < 42000 even, and
hence Proposition 2.20 implies that, in these dimensions, there exists a closed (2m − 1)-
connected 4m-manifold of Aˆ-genus 1. We do not knowwhether num(
|B2m |
4m ) and num(
|Bm |
2m )
2
are coprime for allm even.
3. Characteristic numbers of bundles over surfaces with highly connected fiber
Harvesting the fruits of our labor, we derive consequences for characteristic numbers of
bundles over surfaces, as well as for H2(BDiff+(M);Z). is leads to proofs of Theorem B,
Corollary C, and Theorem D. roughout the section, we require M to be closed, (n − 1)-
connected, 2n-dimensional, and almost parallelizable (or, equivalently, n-parallelizable).
3.1. Characteristicnumbers of total spaces. To treat various cases in a uniformmanner,
the following auxiliary definition turns out to be convenient.
Definition 3.1. A smooth orientedM-bundle over an oriented surface is called admissible
if its image under ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)) → ΩSO4m is contained in the subgroup
(16) im
(
Ω
〈n 〉
2n+2 → Ω
SO
2n+2
)
∩ σ−1(4 · Z).
Theorem 1.14 and Remark 1.12 show that most bundles are admissible, as summarized in
the following. See Remark 1.10 for a discussion of which bundles might not be admissible.
Lemma 3.2. Let π : E → S an oriented M-bundle over an oriented closed surface. If one of
the following conditions is satisfied, then π is admissible.
(i) M satisfies one of the conditions of Proposition 1.9, for instance, ifM =Wд .
(ii) π admits a trivial D2n-subbundle for an embedded disc D2n ⊆ M .
(iii) e class of π in ΩSO
2
(BDiff+(M)) is divisible by 2.
For д(M) ≥ 5, every class in the subgroup (16) is represented by a bundle of type (ii).
In Proposition 2.13 and 2.14, we determined the laices of Pontryagin numbers, signa-
tures and Aˆ-genera realized by classes in the subgroup (16), which hence also computes the
respective invariants for total spaces of admissibleM-bundles over surfaces. As an example,
note that Proposition 2.16 and Corollary 2.19 imply the following two results. ey include
eorem B and Corollary C as special cases.
eorem 3.3. Let M be a closed, highly connected, almost parallelizable (4m − 2)-manifold.
For an admissible M-bundle π : E → S over a closed oriented surface, σ (E) is divisible by
4 form = 1, 2, 4
σm form , 1 odd
2im gcd(σ 2
m/2
,σm) form , 2, 4 even,
where
im = min
(
0,ν2(ord([ΣQ ]) − 2ν2(m) − 4 + 2ν2(am/2)
)
.
Form ≥ 2, the Aˆ-genus of E is integral and divisible by{
2 num( |B2m |
4m
) form odd
gcd(num( |B2m |
4m
), num( |Bm |
2m
)2) form even.
Moreover, if д(M) ≥ 5, then these numbers are realized as signatures and Aˆ-genera of total
spaces of bundles of the above type. Form = 1, requiring д ≥ 3 is sufficient.
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Corollary 3.4. LetM be a closed, highly connected, almost parallelizable (4m − 2)-manifold.
ere exists a smooth M-bundle over a closed oriented surface with total space of signature 4
if and only ifm = 1, 2, 4. Ifm , 1, 2, 4, then the signature of the total space of an admissible
M-bundle over a surface is divisible by 22m+2 form odd and by 22m−2ν2(m)−3 form even.
Since every 2-divisible class in ΩSO2 (BDiff
+(M)) is admissible, the admissibility assump-
tion in the divisibility statements of eorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 can be dropped, but at
the cost of losing a factor of 2.
3.2. Generalized Miller–Morita–Mumford classes. We conclude with a computation
of the torsion free quotient H2(BDiff+(M ,D2n);Z)free for д(M) ≥ 7 and 2n ≥ 6 in terms
of generalized Miller–Miller–Mumford classes (as recalled in the introduction). is also
applies to H2(BDiff+(M);Z)free as long as M satisfies one of the conditions of Proposi-
tion 1.9. e root of the computation is the analogous result for rational cohomology due to
Galatius–Randal-Williams: their high dimensional analogue of the Madsen–Weiss theorem
(see eorem 1.1) provides an isomorphism
H∗
(
BDiff(M ,D2n);Z
)
 H∗(Ω∞MMTθn ;Z)
for 2n ≥ 6, д(M) ≥ 7, and ∗ ≤ 2. e cohomology groups H∗(Ω∞MMTθn ;Z) are finitely
generated and can be computed rationally to be the free graded commutative algebra
H∗(Ω∞MMTθn ;Q)  Λ
(
H∗+2n>0(BSO(2n)〈n〉;Q)
)
,
see [GR14, Ch. 2.5]. As H∗(BSO(2n)〈n〉;Q) is a polynomial ring in the Pontryagin classes
pi of degree 4i > n, we arrive at
H2
(
BDiff(M ,D2n);Q
)
=

0 if 2n ≡ 0 (mod 4)
Qκp(n+1)/2 if 2n ≡ 2 (mod 8)
Qκp(n+1)/2 ⊕ Qκp2
(n+1)/4
if 2n ≡ 6 (mod 8)
for 2n ≥ 6 and д ≥ 7. Making use of the Serre exact sequences of the two homotopy
fiber sequences in (6), one sees that this formula, as well as the finite generation prop-
erty, holds equally well for BDiff+(M) instead of BDiff(M ,D2n), an observation which inci-
dentally yields the description of H2(BDiff+(Wд);Q) mentioned in the introduction. Ex-
cluding the trivial case, we assume 4m = 2n + 2. Since classes in Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m have van-
ishing Stiefel–Whitney numbers and are, up to torsion, detected by Pontryagin numbers
(see e.g. Proposition 2.13 and 2.14), the induced morphism (Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m )free → Ω
SO
4m , defined
on the torsion free quotient, is injective, and the rank of its image agrees with that of
Ω
SO
2
(BDiff(M ,D2n))free. From this, using eorem 1.14, we conclude that the morphism
Ω
SO
2 (BDiff
+(M ,D4m−2)) → ΩSO4m induces an isomorphism of the form
Ω
SO
2
(
BDiff+(M ,D4m−2)
)
free  im
(
Ω
〈2m−1〉
4m → Ω
SO
4m
)
∩ σ−1(4 · Z).
In view of the commutative diagram displayed in the introduction, the functional on the
le hand side induced by a class κc for c ∈ H
4m(BSO;Z) corresponds via this isomorphism
to the usual characteristic number defined by c on the right hand side. Propositions 2.13
and 2.14 provide an explicit basis for the right hand side and represent the functionals
induced by Pontryagin numbers in terms of this basis. Computing the appropriate change
of basis matrix, the integral dual of this basis can be expressed in terms of Pontryagin
numbers. Ultimately, this results in the following basis of H2(BDiff+(M ,D4m−2);Z)free, and
in particular proves Theorem D. e different variables used to describe the basis in the
statement are defined as in the introduction.
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eorem 3.5. Let M a closed, highly connected, almost parallelizable (4m − 2)-manifold. If
m ≥ 2 and д(M) ≥ 7, then the group H2(BDiff+(M ,D4m−2);Z)free is generated by
κpm
2(2m − 1)!jm
form odd, and by
κp2
k
2µka
2
k
ord([ΣQ ])(2k − 1)!2
and
2κp2k − κp2k
2(4k − 1)!j2k
−
|B2k |
4k
(
c2k
|B2k |
4k
+ 2d2k (−1)
k
)
κp2
k
2(2k − 1)!2
form = 2k even. Moreover, if M satisfies one of the assumptions of Proposition 1.9, then the
same conclusions apply to the group H2(BDiff+(M);Z)free.
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